Perfect Finish Solutions
By sia Abrasives
sia Abrasives | Tools & System Components
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Random Orbital Sanders - Air
Backing Pads for Random Orbital Sanders
Hand Sanding Blocks
Extraction Hose
Black Guide Powder
Backing Pads for Polishing
Polishing Pads
Polishing Cloths
Backing Pads for Rotary Sanders
Backing Pads for Quick Change R-Type
Backing Pads for Rotary Sanders | X-Lock
Spiral Belt Mandrels
Expansion Clamping Mandrel
Strip Eraser
Intermediate Discs
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Grinders | Grinder Kits
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Heated Jackets
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sia Abrasives

Description

Features

Qty

H 171 x D 72 x W 128 cm | 80kg
- Area for vacuum system
- Paper roll and bin bag holders
- Supports for sanding machines and hand blocks
- Lockable box for polishing materials
- Heavy duty design and caster wheels (2 with breaks)

0009.1303

1

$1,180.00

Random Orbital Sander
Pneumatic

Ø 150mm | 2.5mm orbit
- 10,000rpm
- Working pressure: 6bar (90psi)
- 15 hole backing plate
- siafast hook and loop system

0009.0573

1

$344.00

Random Orbital Sander
Pneumatic

Ø 150mm | 5mm orbit
- 10,000rpm
- Working pressure: 6bar (90psi)
- 15 hole backing plate
- siafast hook and loop system

0009.0574

1

$344.00

Ø 76mm | 6 Hole | 5/16
- siafast hook and loop system

0020.9299.01

1

$12.00

Ø 125mm | No hole | 5/16
- siafast hook and loop system

0020.6730

1

$30.00

Ø 150mm | 103 Hole | 5/16 and M8
- For multi-hole and mesh-type abrasive discs
- siafast hook and loop system

0020.5740

1

$120.00

Ø 150mm | 103 Hole | 5/16 and M8
- For multi-hole and mesh-type abrasive discs
- siafast hook and loop system

0020.5742

1

$120.00

Ø 150mm | 103 Hole | 5/16 and M8
- For multi-hole and mesh-type abrasive discs
- siafast hook and loop system

0020.5741

1

$120.00

Ø 150mm | 54 Hole | 5/16
- siafast hook and loop system

0020.6734

1

$45.00

Ø 150mm | 54 Hole | 5/16
- siafast hook and loop system

0020.6735

1

$45.00

Ø 150mm | No hole | 5/16
- siafast hook and loop system

0020.0345

1

$67.00

Ø 150mm | No hole | 5/16
- siafast hook and loop system

0020.2959

1

$63.00

Perfect Finish Solution
Workstation
- Mobile all-in-one solution
Excludes tools & acc in picture

Backing Pad
Soft

Backing Pad
Soft

Backing Pad
Soft

Backing Pad
Extra Soft

Backing Pad
Hard

Backing Pad
Soft

Backing Pad
Hard

Backing Pad
Hard

Backing Pad
Medium Hard

1

RRP

PN
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Prices effective 1 April 2020

excl GST
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sia Abrasives

Description

RRP

Features

PN

Qty

Flexible Hand Sanding Block

70 x 198mm | 41 hole
- Sanding concave and convex shapes
- Multi-hole air chamber backing provides full surface dust
extraction
- Suitable for standard, multi-hole and net-type abrasives
- siafast hook and loop system

0020.6695

1

$130.00

Flexible Hand Sanding Block

70 x 400mm | 68 hole
- Sanding concave and convex shapes
- Multi-hole air chamber backing provides full surface dust
extraction
- Suitable for standard, multi-hole and net-type abrasives
- siafast hook and loop system

0020.7045

1

$200.00

Flexible Hand Sanding Block

115 x 230mm | 49 hole
- Sanding concave and convex shapes
- Multi-hole air chamber backing provides full surface dust
extraction
Suitable for standard, multi-hole and net-type abrasives
- siafast hook and loop system

0020.6518

1

$120.00

Hand Sanding Block

70 x 125mm | 29 hole
- Ergonimic grip
- With dust extraction
- Optimised hardness for a wide range of sanding processes
- siafast hook and loop system

0020.6514

1

$110.00

Hand Sanding Block

70 x 198mm | 41 hole
- Ergonimic grip
- With dust extraction
- Optimised hardness for a wide range of sanding processes
- siafast hook and loop system

0020.6515

1

$120.00

Hand Sanding Block

70 x 400mm | 68 hole
- Ergonimic grip
- With dust extraction
- Optimised hardness for a wide range of sanding processes
- siafast hook and loop system

0020.6516

1

$190.00

Hand Sanding Block

115 x 230mm | 49 hole
- Ergonimic grip
- With dust extraction
- Optimised hardness for a wide range of sanding processes
- siafast hook and loop system

0020.6517

1

$120.00

0020.0095.01

1

$13.00

0020.0342

1

$20.00

Ø 30mm
- Ergonomic 2-sided block for precision de-nibbing
- Dual-sided backing for use with sia 37mm Daisy discs.
- One softer side of for removing small defects, one harder
side for removing larger defect
- siafast hook and loop system

0020.3285

1

$22.00

Ø 30mm
- Ergonomic 2-sided block for precision de-nibbing
- Dual-sided backing for use with sia 37mm Daisy discs.
- One softer side of for removing small defects, one harder
side for removing larger defect
- PSA

0020.3286

1

TBC

Ø 150mm
For discs with siafast hook and loop system

0020.0364

10

$36.00

excl GST

70 x 125mm | Height 40mm

Cork Hand Sanding Block

- Single sided
- siafast hook and loop system

70 x 125mm | Height 38mm

Hand Sanding Block
Double sided

Finiblock siafast
Hard and Soft

Finiblock PSA
Hard and Soft

Round hand sanding pad

1
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- Medium hard (blue)
- Extra soft (white)
- siafast hook and loop system

Prices effective 1 April 2020
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sia Abrasives

Description

Features

RRP

PN

Qty

0020.3925

1

$88.00

Control black powder set

Sanding-off black guide coat ensures an evenly sanded
surface
Scope of supply:
- Guide coat hand sanding block
- Foam sponge
- 2 cartridges of 30 g each

0020.2302

1

$98.00

Control black powder cartridge

Refills for black powder guide coat set
Scope of supply:
- 6 cartridges of 30 g each

0020.2301

6

$30.00

Ø 75mm | M14
- For 85mm polishing discs
- siafast hook and loop system

0020.4899

1

$28.00

Ø 125mm | M14
- For 145mm polishing discs
- siafast hook and loop system

0020.6669

1

$40.00

Ø 150mm | M14
- For 170mm - 203mm polishing discs
- siafast hook and loop system

0020.1907

1

$66.00

Application puck

Ø 130mm
The anatomically shaped applicator pad fits well in the palm
of the hand during polishing
For sealing application with siachrome PEARL or PLATINUM

0020.6668

2

$22.00

Polishing disc black

Ø 85mm
For removal of holograms with siachrome FINISH or sealing
application with siachrome PEARL or PLATINUM

0020.6675

5

TBC

Polishing disc black

Ø 145mm
For removal of holograms with siachrome FINISH or sealing
application with siachrome PEARL or PLATINUM

0020.6676

2

$22.00

Polishing disc black

Ø 170mm
For removal of holograms with siachrome FINISH or sealing
application with siachrome PEARL or PLATINUM

0020.0262

1

$36.00

Polishing waffle disc black

Ø 203mm
For removal of holograms with siachrome FINISH or sealing
application with siachrome PEARL or PLATINUM

0020.7383

2

$46.00

Polishing disc yellow

Ø 85mm
For application with siachrome CUT

0020.6672

5

TBC

Incl. GST

Ø 25mm | Length 4m

Extraxtion Hose
- For optimal dust extraction on sia hand sanding blocks

Backing Pad
Soft

Backing Pad
Soft

Backing Pad
Soft

1
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sia Abrasives

Description

Features

Qty

RRP
excl GST

Polishing disc yellow

Ø 145mm
For application with siachrome CUT

0020.6671

2

$22.00

Polishing disc yellow

Ø 170mm
For application with siachrome CUT

0020.2018

1

$36.00

Polishing waffle disc yellow

Ø 203mm
For application with siachrome CUT

0020.7384

2

$46.00

Ø 85mm
For application with siachrome CUT on hard scratch resistant
coatings

0020.9404.01

4

$12.00

Ø 145mm
Extra hard, for application with siachrome CUT on hard
scratch resistant coatings

0020.9405.01

2

$22.00

Polishing disc brown
Extra Hard

Polishing disc brown
Extra Hard

Lambswool polishing pad

Ø 135mm
For restoring gloss on old paint finishes with siachrome CUT

0020.6674

2

$22.00

Lambswool polishing pad

Ø 170mm
For restoring gloss on old paint finishes with siachrome CUT

0020.0265

1

$36.00

Microfibre yellow cleaning cloth

For cleaning paint finishes after polishing with siachrome CUT

0020.3185

3

$11.00

Premium black cleaning cloth

For ultra-gentle cleaning of paint finishes after use of
siachrome FINISH, PEARL and PLATINUM

0020.6670.02

1

$20.00

Backing Pad for Fibre Discs
Hard

Ø 115mm | M14
- General grinding and finishing
- Light weld removal, blending and surface finishing
- Semi-flexible edge for precision finishing
- Long lifetime due to special thermostable plastic

0020.0348

2

$22.00

Ø 125mm | M14
- General grinding and finishing
- Light weld removal, blending and surface finishing
- Semi-flexible edge for precision finishing
- Long lifetime due to special thermostable plastic

0020.0350

1

$24.00

Ø 180mm | M14
- General grinding and finishing
- Light weld removal, blending and surface finishing
- Semi-flexible edge for precision finishing
- Long lifetime due to special thermostable plastic

0020.0352

1

$37.00

Backing Pad for Fibre Discs
Hard

Backing Pad for Fibre Discs
Hard

1

PN
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sia Abrasives

Description

Features

Qty

RRP
excl GST

Backing Pad for Fibre Discs
Turbo II
Heavy duty stock removal
Large weld removal

Ø 115mm | M14
- Most aggressive grinding due to a heavy duty and ribbed
design
- Multi-groove construction maximises contact pressure
between disc and work piece
- Angled surface provides a more ergonomic grinding position

0020.8414

1

$20.00

Backing Pad for Fibre Discs
Turbo II
Heavy duty stock removal
Large weld removal

Ø 125mm | M14
- Most aggressive grinding due to a heavy duty and ribbed
design
- Multi-groove construction maximises contact pressure
between disc and work piece
- Angled surface provides a more ergonomic grinding position

0020.8415

1

$25.00

Backing Pad for Fibre Discs
Turbo II
Heavy duty stock removal
Large weld removal

Ø 180mm | M14
- Most aggressive grinding due to a heavy duty and ribbed
design
- Multi-groove construction maximises contact pressure
between disc and work piece
- Angled surface provides a more ergonomic grinding position

0020.8417

1

$35.00

Ø 115mm | M14
- Without centre pin to allow for flatter sanding applications
- siafast hook and loop system

0020.0173

1

$28.00

Ø 125mm | M14
- Without centre pin to allow for flatter sanding applications
- siafast hook and loop system

0020.0174

1

$36.00

Ø 180mm | M14
- Without centre pin to allow for flatter sanding applications
- siafast hook and loop system

0020.0176

1

$61.00

Ø 115mm | M14
- With centre pin for perfect disc positioning, reducing
vibration
- siafast hook and loop system

0020.7617.02

1

$50.00

Ø 125mm | M14
- With centre pin for perfect disc positioning, reducing
vibration
- siafast hook and loop system

0020.7618.02

1

$58.40

Ø 180mm | M14
- With centre pin for perfect disc positioning, reducing
vibration
- siafast hook and loop system

0020.7619.02

1

$68.00

Ø 50mm | M6 | 6mm (1/4") spindle adaptor
- Hard density pad with grooved construction to increase
contact pressure, making the abrasive disc work harder and
improve stock removal rates
- For sia abrasives with siafix quick change system

0020.8066

1

$22.00

Ø 75mm | M6 | 6mm (1/4") spindle adaptor
- Hard density pad with grooved construction to increase
contact pressure, making the abrasive disc work harder and
improve stock removal rates
- For sia abrasives with siafix quick change system

0020.8069

1

$23.00

0020.9565.01

1

$36.32

Backing Pad for SCM
Medium / Hard

Backing Pad for SCM
Medium / Hard

Backing Pad for SCM
Medium / Hard

Backing Pad for SCM
Centre Pin
Medium / Hard
Backing Pad for SCM
Centre Pin
Medium / Hard
Backing Pad for SCM
Centre Pin
Medium / Hard

Quick Change System
R-Type

Quick Change System
R-Type

Backing Pad for Fibre Discs
Hard

1

PN

sia Abrasives ANZ

Ø 125mm
X-Lock | Safer | Faster | Cooler
- Most aggressive grinding due to a heavy duty and ribbed
design
- Multi-groove construction maximises contact pressure
between disc and work piece
- Angled surface provides a more ergonomic grinding position

Prices effective 1 April 2020
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Description

Features

Backing Pad for Fibre Discs
Medium / Hard

Backing Pad for Fibre Discs
Soft

Ø 125mm
X-Lock | Safer | Faster | Cooler
- With centre pin to maintain perfect SCM disc positioning
reducing vibration
- siafast hook and loop system

Backing Pad for SCM
Medium / Hard

1

Ø 125mm
X-Lock | Safer | Faster | Cooler
- Most aggressive grinding due to a heavy duty and ribbed
design
- Multi-groove construction maximises contact pressure
between disc and work piece
- Angled surface provides a more ergonomic grinding position
Ø 125mm
X-Lock | Safer | Faster | Cooler
- Most aggressive grinding due to a heavy duty and ribbed
design
- Multi-groove construction maximises contact pressure
between disc and work piece
- Angled surface provides a more ergonomic grinding position

Spiral Belt Mandrel

Ø 10 x 20mm | Shaft Ø 6mm

Expanding rubber drum with
integrated spindle

High quality rubber holders are designed tro offer the best
possible grip and maximise output fromeach spiralband used

Spiral Belt Mandrel

Ø 13 x 25mm | Shaft Ø 6mm

Expanding rubber drum with
integrated spindle

High quality rubber holders are designed tro offer the best
possible grip and maximise output fromeach spiralband used

Spiral Belt Mandrel

Ø 15 x 30mm | Shaft Ø 6mm

Expanding rubber drum with
integrated spindle

High quality rubber holders are designed tro offer the best
possible grip and maximise output fromeach spiralband used

Spiral Belt Mandrel

Ø 19 x 25mm | Shaft Ø 6mm

Expanding rubber drum with
integrated spindle

High quality rubber holders are designed tro offer the best
possible grip and maximise output fromeach spiralband used

Spiral Belt Mandrel

Ø 22 x 20mm | Shaft Ø 6mm

Expanding rubber drum with
integrated spindle

High quality rubber holders are designed tro offer the best
possible grip and maximise output fromeach spiralband used

Spiral Belt Mandrel

Ø 25 x 25mm | Shaft Ø 6mm

Expanding rubber drum with
integrated spindle

High quality rubber holders are designed tro offer the best
possible grip and maximise output fromeach spiralband used

Spiral Belt Mandrel

Ø 30 x 30mm | Shaft Ø 6mm

Expanding rubber drum with
integrated spindle

High quality rubber holders are designed tro offer the best
possible grip and maximise output fromeach spiralband used

Spiral Belt Mandrel

Ø 38 x 25mm | Shaft Ø 6mm

Expanding rubber drum with
integrated spindle

High quality rubber holders are designed tro offer the best
possible grip and maximise output fromeach spiralband used

Spiral Belt Mandrel

Ø 45 x 30mm | Shaft Ø 6mm

Expanding rubber drum with
integrated spindle

High quality rubber holders are designed tro offer the best
possible grip and maximise output fromeach spiralband used

sia Abrasives ANZ

Prices effective 1 April 2020

RRP

PN

Qty

0020.9563.01

1

$24.96

0020.9561.01

1

$22.68

0020.9567.01

1

$63.60

0020.3308.01

1

$16.90

0020.3309.01

1

$19.30

0020.3310.01

1

$19.50

0020.3311.01

1

$20.30

0020.3314.01

1

$22.60

0020.3304.01

1

$25.00

0020.3305.01

1

$25.50

0020.3312.01

1

$26.20

0020.3306.01

1

$26.70

excl GST
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Description

Features

RRP

PN

Qty

0020.3315.01

1

$29.70

5.2cm | Ø 19mm | Shaft Ø 6mm

0020.0113

1

$25.00

Strip Eraser

ø 88mm | Shaft Ø 6mm | Height: 15 mm
Iideal for removing bonded film, profile strips, glue marks,
adhesive labels and double-sided adhesive tape
Scope of supply:
3 strip erasers 5/16 inches
1 adapter

0020.3983

1

$60.00

Intermediate disc | 54 hole

Ø 150mm | 10mm
Extend the life of backing pads by using the interface pad especially beneficial for sanding processes which involve
edge work, Pressure-equalising foam intermediate pad for
multi-hole and mesh-like abrasive discs
- siafast hook and loop system

0020.7234

2

$20.00

Intermediate pad | 15 hole

Ø 150mm | 12mm
Extend the life of backing pads by using the interface pad especially beneficial for sanding processes which involve
edge work, Pressure-equalising foam intermediate pad for
multi-hole and mesh-like abrasive discs
- siafast hook and loop system

0020.4546

2

$20.00

Intermediate disc | 103 hole

Ø 150mm | 10mm
Extend the life of backing pads by using the interface pad especially beneficial for sanding processes which involve
edge work, Pressure-equalising foam intermediate pad for
multi-hole and mesh-like abrasive discs
- siafast hook and loop system

0020.5886

2

$20.00

Intermediate disc | 103 hole

Ø 150mm | 5mm
Extend the life of backing pads by using the interface pad especially beneficial for sanding processes which involve
edge work, Pressure-equalising foam intermediate pad for
multi-hole and mesh-like abrasive discs
- siafast hook and loop system

0020.7430

2

TBC

Intermediate disc | 103 hole

Ø 150mm | 1mm
Extend the life of backing pads by using the interface pad especially beneficial for sanding processes which involve
edge work, Pressure-equalising foam intermediate pad for
multi-hole and mesh-like abrasive discs
- siafast hook and loop system

0020.7858.01

2

$8.00

0678.1224.0000

1

$8.80

0829.5083.0000

1

$11.96

4574.9303.0000

1

$11.96

0020.8259.01

2

TBC

Spiral Belt Mandrel

Ø 51 x 25mm | Shaft Ø 6mm

Expanding rubber drum with
integrated spindle

High quality rubber holders are designed tro offer the best
possible grip and maximise output fromeach spiralband used

excl GST

Expansion clamping mandrel
For Ø75mm cutting discs

Ø 125mm

Disc | 8 holes

- Self adhesive backing
- siafast hook and loop system

Ø 150mm

Disc | Center hole + 6 holes

- Self adhesive backing
- siafast hook and loop system

Ø 150mm

Disc | Centre hole + 8 holes

Intermediate disc | 6 hole

1

sia Abrasives ANZ

- Self adhesive backing
- siafast hook and loop system

Ø 77mm | 5mm
Extend the life of backing pads by using the interface pad especially beneficial for sanding processes which involve
edge work, Pressure-equalising foam intermediate pad for
multi-hole and mesh-like abrasive discs
- siafast hook and loop system

Prices effective 1 April 2020
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Description

Intermediate disc | 6 hole

RRP

Features

PN

Qty

Ø 77mm | 1mm
Extend the life of backing pads by using the interface pad especially beneficial for sanding processes which involve
edge work, Pressure-equalising foam intermediate pad for
multi-hole and mesh-like abrasive discs
- siafast hook and loop system

0020.8123.01

2

TBC

8923.1714.0000

1

$8.30

9142.8492.0000

1

$8.80

9692.0437.0000

2

$11.96

1438.4338.0000

1

$19.00

1877.7894.0000

1

$22.00

2954.5563.0000

1

$25.00

4052.8986.0000

1

$30.00

5270.4667.0000

1

$50.00

0020.3453

2

$15.00

excl GST

Ø 115mm

Disc | No hole

- Self adhesive backing
- siafast hook and loop system

Ø 125mm

Disc | No hole

- Self adhesive backing
- siafast hook and loop system

Ø 150mm

Disc | No hole

- Self adhesive backing
- siafast hook and loop system

Ø 230mm

Disc | No hole

- Self adhesive backing
- siafast hook and loop system

Ø 250mm

Disc | No hole

- Self adhesive backing
- siafast hook and loop system

Ø 300mm

Disc | No hole

- Self adhesive backing
- siafast hook and loop system

Ø 350mm

Disc | No hole

- Self adhesive backing
- siafast hook and loop system

Ø 407mm

Disc | No hole

- Self adhesive backing
- siafast hook and loop system

Ø 145 | 1mm

Protection Disc | No hole

1
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- to extend the life of backing pads and to protect extraction
holes during moist sanding processes
- siafast hook and loop system

Prices effective 1 April 2020
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Bosch Power Tools

Description

Features

RRP

PN

Qty

- 1200 watt suction turbine
- 254 Bar
- Semi-automatic Filter Clean
- Wet & Dry
- 3m x 35mm hose

0.601.9C3.040

1

$862.73

- Full power mobile vacuum!
- Rotational Airflow Technology

0.601.9C6.300

1

$219.00

Anti Static Hose

- Ø22mm | 3m
- Antistatic
- Bayonet Lock
- Flexible - Easy handling

2.608.000.572

1

$268.14

Anti Static Hose

- Ø22mm | 5m
- Antistatic
- Bayonet Lock
- Flexible - Easy handling

2.608.000.568

1

$259.04

Fleece Filter Bags
Suitable for:
GAS 35 L AFC
GAS 35 L SFC+
GAS 35 M AFC Professional

- Replacement bags for dry vacuuming
- Made of fleece, it easily collects and removes dust
- Intended for Bosch GAS series dust extractors

2.607.432.037

5

$72.68

User Interface, Variable Speed 4500-9000rpm, LED light,
Drop Control, Kickback Control, Restart Protection, Vibration
control, Burst proof guard, Soft Start, Bluetooth Connect
Ready, 2.8kg comes with 2 x 5.0ah Batteries, Fast Charger,
L-BOXX
4500-9000 rpm

0.615.990.M1G

1

#N/A

Most powerful performance with PROtection switch in the
1,500 W category. Changing accessories is fast and
convenient thanks to keyless X-LOCK click system. KickBack
Control, PROtection switch, and Vibration Control handle
support increased user protection.
4500-9000 rpm

0.601.7B9.042

1

$317.27

- High removal rate
- Great controlling and easy handling
- Improved motor cooling to handle long-time work
- High overload capability
10000 rpm

0.601.394.040

1

$90.00

- Ergonomic and powerful for easy, yet brilliant polishing
- Compact design - only 405 mm
- Ergonomic Soft Grip handle
- 750-3000rpm

0.601.389.040

1

$353.64

Tool configuration in the 18 Volt Class
- Personalised settings such as precision clutch can be
adjusted and saved via smartphone for adaptability to needs
- Kickback control sensitivity is also remotely adjustable
- Compatible with TrackMyTools the intelligent inventory
management system from Bosch

0.615.990.J9U

1

$235.45

0.601.9C4.001

1

$380.91

1.600.A01.BA2

1

$190.00

GAS 35 L SFC+
35 Litre L-Class Vacuum

GAS 18V-10L (Bare)
Cordless Dust Extractor

GWS 18V-10 SC
18V 125mm BRUSHLESS Angle
Grinder

GWX 15-125 PS
Angle Grinder with

GWS 750-125
New definition of power and
handiness

excl GST

GPO 12 CE Polisher
1250W, Ø 180mm (7") Polisher,
includes lambswool bonnet,
backing pad, reducer, side
handle, D handle.

GSB 18V-60 C Cordless Combi
(Bare)

GCG 18V-600 (Bare)
Cordless Caulking Gun

GBA 18V 4.0Ah + GAL 18V-40

1

sia Abrasives ANZ

- Easy control of material flow: Speed selection with 9 speed
settings and variable speed trigger
- Fast working progress even with high viscosity adhesives:
3.5 kN push force with a max (no load) feed of 9 mm/sec
- No dripping or material overflow: Plunger rod auto-reverse
function relieves pressure when trigger is released
4.0 Ah capacity for extended runtime and fast charger
- 18 V 4.0 Ah battery with extended runtime for 18 V class
tools
- Extremely fast charging speed for all 18 V batteries,
charging a standard 18 V 4.0 Ah battery to 80% in only 48
minutes
- All of our batteries are compatible with new and existing
Bosch Professional tools in the same voltage class

Prices effective 1 April 2020
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Bosch Power Tools

Description

Features

Qty

0.601.2A6.240

1

$126.36

1 600 A01 2G0

1

$62.73

1.600.A01.2G3

1

$99.09

L-BOXX Roller

- Integrated click fitting for safe transport of multiple L-/LS-/LTBOXXes and i-BOXX racks
- Flexible handling: easy lifting of the roller using the carrying
handle of the clicked-together BOXXes
- Four swivel castors (2 of which are lockable) make
movement easier

1.600.A00.1S9

1

$153.64

GLI 18V-300 Cordless Torch
(bare)

The long-lasting stick light with 300 lumens
- Features a hanging hook and 5 adjustment angles for
flexible illumination
- Shape and 6 powerful LEDs make it ideal for lighting up
narrow spaces
- Designed with an ergonomic shape and soft grip

0.601.4A1.100

1

$80.91

GLI 18V-1900 Cordless Torch
(bare)

- Powerful LED is capable of producing up to 1,900 lumens
for excellent lighting
- Features 2 brightness settings and 5 flexible adjustment
angles and a 5/8"-tripod thread for any work situation
- Excellent for illuminating entire working areas for a full
working day

0.601.446.400

1

$180.91

GLI 18V-4000 Cordless Torch
(bare)

- High-power LED is capable of producing up to 4,000 lumens
for excellent illumination
- Extremely robust via solid metal body shielded with shockabsorbing rubber frame and heavy-duty safety bars
- User Interface with brightness & charge level indicator;
Bluetooth for remote control and lighting adjustments via app

0.601.446.800

1

$326.36

GML 20 18V-LI Powerbox Radio
(bare)

Unbeatable all-round sound for radio and MP3 playback due
to powerful 20 watts, integrated subwoofer and 4 speakers
Extremely robust due to all-round protection: fully functional,
even after falling 3 m, thanks to spring-mounted aluminium
frame and dust and splash protection
USB, SD, 2x Aux-In, Aux-Out and 12 V DC power socket

0.601.429.640

1

$290.00

- Air speed can reach 270 km/h, making it very powerful for
good results when clearing an area
- For tidying up jobsites, cleaning drill holes, and for other
versatile applications
- Compact and balanced design makes handling blower easy
for added control

0.601.9F5.140

1

$119.00

GHJ 12+18V Unisex | XS
Basic Version

- Large carbon heating pads for long-lasting warmth with the
Bosch 12 V battery (using the GAA 12V, included in scope of
supply) or the Bosch 18 V battery (using the GAA 18V-24,
available as additional accessory)
- 3 heat levels, maximum mobility due to optimum fit and a
strong, water and wind-resistant soft shell material.

0.618.800.066

1

$171.82

GHJ 12+18V Unisex | S
Basic Version

- Large carbon heating pads for long-lasting warmth with the
Bosch 12 V battery (using the GAA 12V, included in scope of
supply) or the Bosch 18 V battery (using the GAA 18V-24,
available as additional accessory)
- 3 heat levels, maximum mobility due to optimum fit and a
strong, water and wind-resistant soft shell material.

0.618.800.067

1

$171.82

GHJ 12+18V Unisex | M
Basic Version

- Large carbon heating pads for long-lasting warmth with the
Bosch 12 V battery (using the GAA 12V, included in scope of
supply) or the Bosch 18 V battery (using the GAA 18V-24,
available as additional accessory)
- 3 heat levels, maximum mobility due to optimum fit and a
strong, water and wind-resistant soft shell material.

0.618.800.068

1

$171.82

Powerful performance with temperature control
- One 50 °C cooling function, 2 additional airflow rates and
digitally fine adjustable temperature for great versatility..
- Remarkably 2000 W motor to smoothly reach 650 °C
- Enhanced Safety thanks to the thermal protection: Auto shutoff of the heating element in case motor overheats

GHG 20-63 Heat Gun

Improved storage and transportation solution
- Easy opening of stacked boxes and improved clickmechanism
- Full flexibility due to extensive compatibility to L-BOXX
variants and tool inlays as well as the sortimo in-vehicle
system
- Robust design thanks to the reliable L-BOXX material
Outer dimensions: W 442 x L 357 x H 151 mm
Improved storage and transportation solution
- Easy opening of stacked boxes and improved clickmechanism
- Full flexibility due to extensive compatibility to L-BOXX
variants and tool inlays as well as the sortimo in-vehicle
system
- Robust design thanks to the reliable L-BOXX material
Outer dimensions: W 442 x L 357 x H 389 mm

L-BOXX 136

L-BOXX 374

GBL 18V-120
Cordless Blower (bare)

1

RRP

PN
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Bosch Power Tools

1

Description

RRP

PN

Qty

GHJ 12+18V Unisex | L
Basic Version

- Large carbon heating pads for long-lasting warmth with the
Bosch 12 V battery (using the GAA 12V, included in scope of
supply) or the Bosch 18 V battery (using the GAA 18V-24,
available as additional accessory)
- 3 heat levels, maximum mobility due to optimum fit and a
strong, water and wind-resistant soft shell material.

0.618.800.069

1

$171.82

GHJ 12+18V Unisex | XL
Basic Version

- Large carbon heating pads for long-lasting warmth with the
Bosch 12 V battery (using the GAA 12V, included in scope of
supply) or the Bosch 18 V battery (using the GAA 18V-24,
available as additional accessory)
- 3 heat levels, maximum mobility due to optimum fit and a
strong, water and wind-resistant soft shell material.

0.618.800.06A

1

$171.82

GHJ 12+18V Unisex | 2XL
Basic Version

- Large carbon heating pads for long-lasting warmth with the
Bosch 12 V battery (using the GAA 12V, included in scope of
supply) or the Bosch 18 V battery (using the GAA 18V-24,
available as additional accessory)
- 3 heat levels, maximum mobility due to optimum fit and a
strong, water and wind-resistant soft shell material.

0.618.800.06B

1

$171.82

GHJ 12+18V Unisex | 3XL
Basic Version

- Large carbon heating pads for long-lasting warmth with the
Bosch 12 V battery (using the GAA 12V, included in scope of
supply) or the Bosch 18 V battery (using the GAA 18V-24,
available as additional accessory)
- 3 heat levels, maximum mobility due to optimum fit and a
strong, water and wind-resistant soft shell material.

0.618.800.06C

1

$171.82

sia Abrasives ANZ
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Delmeq Sanders

Description

Features

PN

Qty

RRP
excl. GST

Random Orbital Sander
Ø150mm
2.5mm orbit

Electric | Brushless | Variable speed
- Vibration absorbing comfort grip | Central vacuum
- Quiet, Smooth and Intelligently Powerful.
- Low maintenance, long runtime and long lifespan.
- 7-Step Speed Control: 4000 - 10000rpm

0009.1320

1

$725.00

Random Orbital Sander
Ø150mm
5mm orbit

Electric | Brushless | Variable speed
- Vibration absorbing comfort grip | Central vacuum
- Quiet, Smooth and Intelligently Powerful.
- Low maintenance, long runtime and long lifespan.
- 7-Step Speed Control: 4000 - 10000rpm

0009.1319

1

$725.00

Random Orbital Sander
Ø80mm
2.5mm orbit

Electric | Brushless | Variable speed
- Vibration absorbing comfort grip | Central vacuum
- Quiet, Smooth and Intelligently Powerful.
- Low maintenance, long runtime and long lifespan.
- 6-Step Speed Control: 4000 - 9000rpm

0009.1321

1

$725.00

Orbital Sander
70 x 198mm
3mm orbit

Electric | Brushless | Variable speed
- Vibration absorbing comfort grip | Central vacuum
- Quiet, Smooth and Intelligently Powerful.
- Low maintenance, long runtime and long lifespan.
- 8-step speed control 5000 - 8500rpm

0009.1322

1

$800.00

Backing Pad, multi hole

70 x 198mm
hook and loop system

TBC

1

$79.00

706502

706500

706522

706535

710130

1
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